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Abstract

Conflict is a misunderstanding which usually occurs in the construction industry over decision or sharing of ideas and views in the construction industry. This paper reviewed past literature on factors causing conflict, and the impact of conflicts on performance in the South African construction industry. Some of the factors that causes conflict in the construction industry are; lack of management among professionals, inaccurate specification of tasks, variation of construction circumstance, variation in range of task, situation on construction site, transformation of material, inappropriate high-standard of professionals, lack of confidence, diverse perception, language barriers, role uncertainty, personal interest, lack of information and individual behaviour. The study also contribute to the various impacts of conflict in South African construction industry.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The Construction Industry is an essential component of any economy. Due to the part it plays in the economic development of a country. In every construction, industry conflict is unavoidable. Schramm [1] states that conflict is a severe disagreement as well as quarrel on things realized to be obligatory among the construction professionals. However, the variety of the construction industry as well as the participation of different professionals usually involves the occurrences of conflict. Conflicts frequently occur in construction industry, which has diverse effects on the performance of construction professionals. Conflict is a vital component of construction professionals, because it is unavoidable in the construction industry [2]. A rapid outline with the state of precedent measure shows that conflict is one of the mainly recognized features of human life. Conflicts continue to be a situation in the construction industry causing project delay among construction professionals [3]. One of the causes in delaying tasks in the construction industry is conflict amidst professionals. When conflict happens in construction industry, it leads to disagreement of views among professionals, which involve arguments to upset the project task and its development [4].

A research conducted by Loke [4] shows that faults in contract, imbursement disagreement, communication difficulties, the absenteeism of some professionals, lacking organization, administration and management hard work on the area of construction professionals, idealistically little tender by contractors are the bases that produced conflict in construction industry. In response to this, this study will subsequently review previous literature on factors that cause conflicts in the construction industry. These findings will be of enormous assistance to construction professionals by increasing their level of understanding on factors of conflict. This paper discusses the overview of conflicts and conflict management in section 2.1. In section 2.2, the paper reviews factors causing conflicts in South African construction industry. In section 2.3, the impacts of conflict on performance were discussed and stages of conflict in the construction industry were discussed in section 2.4. Followed by reseach methodology in section 3. While discussion of findings is been done in section 4. In section 5, the research were brought to conclusion.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Overview of conflict and conflict management

Jaffar et al. [5] state that conflict is an uncertainty or inquisitive, disagreement, mismatched behavior, argument or aggressive interaction. Conflict can take place between professionals, a set, unions and countries [6]. Miller and King [7] described conflict essentially as a divergence among two or more professionals over companionable ambitions in the construction industry. Conflict consequently is a situation of unsuited characters and ideas. It can involve intervention or disturbance by a professional in ways that can create another achievement less liable to be efficient.

Conflict among construction professionals is not strange, specifically highlight shave been positioned on conflict management in the current period such as the study by Latham study which described conflict as a destructive occurrence which desires to be minimized as well as probably eradicated from the construction industry [8],[9],[10].

Conflict is controlled using diverse methods based on interactive affairs or structural modification. Robinson et al [11] supports that managing conflict in the direction of helpful achievement is the greatest method in resolving conflict in the construction industry. Whenever conflict occurs, there is need to be able to manage the conflict appropriately, in order to be a constructive oblige, rather than a destructive oblige, which will intimidate professionals. Parker [12] state that if conflicts occur and are not handled appropriately, it will cause setback in tasks, indifference as well as inadequate actions in situations. This can lead total failure of the professionals in the construction industry.

2.2 Review of Factors causing conflicts in South African construction industry

A studies of by Spaho [13] stated some causes of conflict such as awful estimation, lack of communication, distrust among construction professionals, individual personality, reliance in work actions, diversities of goals, allocating inadequate resources. Construction conflicts can be
categorized into ways such as clearly wrong causes, possibly right but ambiguously expressed causes and exact reasons of conflicts [14]. The possibly wrong causes are source of construction correlated conflicts which are inaccurate specification of tasks, variation of construction circumstances, variations in range of works, situations on construction site, transformation of materials, inappropriate high-standard of professionals, etc. the whole causes signify accurate conditions tangibly essential in construction.

The conditions above happen in numerous construction tasks. While potentially right but unclearly formulated causes are deprived organization, impact, and inadequacy of early and appropriate materials delivered as to exact performance of construction professionals. True causes of conflicts comprise lack of communication.

Additionally, the researcher offers the opinions supporting the suggestion, which is specific on problems in communication, are factual as well as the uppermost common causes of conflicts in construction industry [14]. Yousry [15] state some causes of construction conflict, which might be numerous as well as miscellaneous. The collective reasons involve all the subsequent factors, which are shortage of resources, findings, equipment, services, dissimilar approaches, morals, and awareness, divergences about wants objectives, significances and benefits. Deprived communication, lack of managerial arrangement, lack of collaboration, absence of transparency in parts and tasks.

Rauzana et al [16] highlighted factors of conflicts among the fundamentals concerned in the construction tasks, which must be handled appropriately in order to evade shortages and delay of works. Conflict is a circumstance of the incidence of divergence among the ideals or objective to be accomplished together by each professional and in relative to other professionals. Several issues can cause conflict, such as issues of owners, contractors, consultants, work capacity, human capital, condition of contract, and external issues. These issues influence the effectiveness as well as the efficiency of task, in order to disturbed the tasks implementation [16].

Borvorn [17] recognized four causes of construction conflicts in South African which, which are errors, deficiencies and oversights on contract documents, miscalculating the actual amount of the project initially, different circumstances and participants involved in the project. In some
countries, where the allocation of budget is inadequate to general works, public works departments usually encounter numerous limitations, such as financial, skilled professionals and labours, and resources, mainly for huge organization tasks.

A study by Ng et al[18] states that conflicts can occur from managerial issues that might occur from organization, procedure and professionals. It can likewise occur from ambiguity as either inside or outside the construction industry. The outside ambiguity comprises of political risks, weather risks and so on.

Verma [19] recognized the mainly common factors that causes conflict in construction tasks as failure in communication; and disrespect; substandard paying attention skills and divergence of view, as well as these might lead to communication setback. The subsequent are the most important factor that causes of conflict through communication failure in construction tasks: misunderstanding of design drawing, a misinterpreted modifies caused setback in executing of significant works; breakdown to carry out directives. Table 1 shows the summary of previous factors affecting conflict in the construction industry.

Mohammed et al [20] on their assessment speculated that the choice of difference and complicated nature of the active way of life attached with incorporation in active beliefs could be very unapproachable; in this principle, being a multi ethnic alliance is smooth to have factors that cause conflict, which has been related to the culture. Conflict resolution and Project Management assert that disagreement instigate principally from inadequately designed plan procedure, as well as deciding this conflict recognized at a variety of stages of the task life cycle is a tremendously essential component of conflict resolution.

Table 1. Summary of factors causing conflict according to previous studies
### 2.3 Review of impacts of Conflicts on performance

Darling and Walker [21] states that conflict leads into change. Swanström et Weissmann [22] says change in advance leads to alteration as well editing more outcome into development as
well as survival. Conflict is capability to get alongside with professionals that make a decision of achievement or breakdown for each professional in incompatible circumstances Darling et Walker, [21].

The impact on professionals might improve or reduced innovation, efficiency Thomas [23], with development in construction tasks. The consequences on organization could be in form of organizational competence, usefulness and efficiency. The organizational component income and productivity can be impacted through proper conflict management in the construction industry. Thus the professionals and apex administration ought to review the above-mentioned scopes subsequent to applying the clarification to the conflict. Task conflicts take part in foremost responsibilities in improvement, making of eminence decision [24]. Conflict helps to in creativity and in producing new thoughts and values [25].

Kinicki and Kreitner, [26] conflict results to usual opposition among professionals and the organization work firmly to produce more; it is more beneficial to the construction industry. Conflict is seen as a disagreement among two thoughts, ambitions and professionals that develop construction industry performance. Constructive gives its professionals an opportunity to recognize the troubles. It motivates to new thoughts, knowledge, and increase among each professionals in the constructions.

Dysfunctional conflict regularly hold back professionals performance and results to reduce efficiency. Conflict direction is distinguished by opposing individual wellbeing superseding the general awareness in the construction industry. Professionals hold back information from each other. Some professionals might damage others’ work, either deliberately or during light, conflict-encourages unconcern among the professionals’ tasks [26].

The destructive impacts of conflicts are cost overruns, improved professional income, schedules, tasks owner situation, minimized professionals position, lower morale of professionals as well as condensed collaboration among professionals Warner [27].

2.4 STAGES OF CONFLICTS
Narh et al [28] states five stages of conflicts in the construction industry, which are latent, perceived, felt, manifest and conflict aftermath.

**Latent conflict:** This is the stage, which is considered as the first stage of conflict. Vaaland et al [29] characterized by conditions of four sources of conflict, which are:

- **Drive for autonomy:** This usually occurs whenever a construction professional also pursues to manage above some actions that other professional assert as his personal individual.

- **Divergence of subunit goals:** This happens whereby two professionals that must collaborate in some combined actions, which are not capable to attain their objectives.

- **Competition for scarce resources:** This means the required demands of professionals for incomes is greater than the incomes that are obtainable in the construction work.

- **Role conflict:** This kind of ideal gives the professionals a compilation of duty sets, individually of it consist of the major professionals getting mismatched duty demand from other professionals in his duty set [29].

**Perceived conflict:** Perceived conflict is a situation whereby one of the professionals to a conflict begins to experience or become aware of a conflict situation but none of the party is upset about it. Conflict can be or cannot be stem from a latent conflict and latent conflict can be present in an organization when people without any of the professionals experiencing conflict [29].

**Felt conflict:** This denotes the conflict stage in which a professional senses that he has misunderstandings with fellow professionals, however does not become worried about it. Pondy [30] states that conflict personalization happens from one transaction to another.
Manifest conflict: this situation occurs when conflict actions turn out to be apparent. That kind of behavior leads to open hostility. Vaaland et al [29] states that a professional tends to involve in conflicting character knowingly, but it is not necessary disturb other members of the organization ambitions as well as aims.

Conflict aftermath: Every conflict incident is among the series of incidents, which made the affairs in the midst of construction professionals. Construction industry are not closed systems, the area in which it is located minimized the situation of conflict [29].

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This study was carried out using existing literatures from published researcher journals with the aim of assessing various factors causing conflict in South African construction industry. This study reviewed literatures on Factors causing conflict and impacts of conflict in the construction industry. A quantity analysis was utilized in carryout this study.

4. DISCUSSION AND FINDINGS
According to existing literatures on factors causing conflicts, the following factors were revealed. Jaffar et al [13] revealed that one of the factors causing conflict in Southern African construction industry is lack of confidence among the professionals. Lack of confidence usually creates a destructive impact on the performance of the professionals in South Africa.

Mitkus and Mitkus [2014] highlighted some factors causing conflicts in the construction industry which are inaccurate specification of tasks, variation of construction circumstances, variations in the range of works, situations on construction site, transformation of equipment, inappropriate high-standard of professionals. Inaccurate specification in any construction works will reduce professionals’ satisfaction and it will have influence on the professionals. This can also lead to delay of the particular construction task. The variation of construction circumstances usually lead to disagreement among the professionals and which is among the major causing factors.
Whenever there are diverse situations in the construction industry, it affects the whole construction activities.

Yousry [15] state some causes of construction conflict factors which are shortage of resources, findings, equipment, services, dissimilar approaches, morals and awareness, divergences about wants objectives, significances and benefits. Deprived communication, lack of managerial arrangement, lack of collaboration, absence of transparency in parts and tasks. The shortage of resources can severely have an effect on the project delivery time to be accomplished. Because wasting of available resources in any construction industry might lead to inadequate funds to execute the project on time. In addition, deprived communication among the professionals is very vital factors affecting the performance of professionals. Whenever professionals find it difficult to interacts with one another, in order to share ideas and knowledge for the accomplishment of construction tasks. But due to lack of communication and mutual relationship among the professionals. There should be regular interactions among the professionals in order to enhance construction performance.

According to Kinicki and Kreitner, [26] Constructive conflict is more beneficial to the construction industry. Conflict is seen as a disagreement among two thoughts, ambitions and professionals that develop construction industry performance. Constructive gives professionals and chances to recognize the issues and also motivates to new thoughts in the construction industry. While Destructive cause’s setback to the construction professional’s performance.

5. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

This article explored literatures on factors causing conflicts in South African construction industry. The explored literatures showed that there are many factors causing conflict in construction industry. Some of these factors are lack of management among professionals, inaccurate specification of tasks, variation of construction circumstances, variations in the range of works, situations on construction site, transformation of equipment, inappropriate high-standard of professionals, lack of confidence, diverse perception, language barriers, role uncertainty, personal interest, lack of information and individual behaviour. The study also explored some impacts of conflict. The study also shows that if conflict is well
managed, it will enhance the professionals’ performance in the construction industry. In recommendation, the professionals should be creating enough room for decision making within the construction industry. In addition, these professionals for good performance in the construction industry should organise trainings and workshops.
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